Biomedical natural language processing (BioNLP) is a useful technique that unlocks valuable information stored in textual data for practice and/or research. Syntactic parsing is a critical component of BioNLP applications that rely on correctly determining the sentence and phrase structure of free text. In addition to dealing with the vast amount of domain-specific terms, a robust biomedical parser needs to model the semantic grammar to obtain viable syntactic structures. With either a rule-based or corpus-based approach, the grammar engineering process requires substantial time and knowledge from experts, and does not always yield a semantically transferable grammar. To reduce the human effort and to promote semantic transferability, we propose an automated method for deriving a probabilistic grammar based on a training corpus consisting of concept strings and semantic classes from the Unified Medical Language System (UMLS), a comprehensive terminology resource widely used by the community. The grammar is designed to specify noun phrases only due to the nominal nature of the majority of biomedical terminological concepts. Evaluated on manually parsed clinical notes, the derived grammar achieved a recall of 0.644, precision of 0.737, and average cross-bracketing of 0.61, which demonstrated better performance than a control grammar with the semantic information removed. Error analysis revealed shortcomings that could be addressed to improve performance. The results indicated the feasibility of an approach which automatically incorporates terminology semantics in the building of an operational grammar. Although the current performance of the unsupervised solution does not adequately replace manual engineering, we believe once the performance issues are addressed, it could serve as an aide in a semi-supervised solution.
Introduction
Biomedical natural language processing (BioNLP) is a sub-discipline of biomedical informatics that aims at automatically processing natural language text such as clinical notes and research literature. It has been reported that BioNLP contributes in various applications: automated medical coding, de-identification, syndromic surveillance, literature-based hypothesis generation, etc. For comprehensive reviews, readers may refer to Zweigenbaum et al. [1] and Meystre et al. [2] . Among the core functions of many NLP systems, syntactic parsing (or simply referred as parsing) is important because it helps analyze/reconstruct the underlying hierarchical structure of free text and therefore benefits downstream processes such as determining semantic roles of the identified entities [3] . For example, given the text "sore throat and congestion of nose", it would be desirable for a parser to generate the phrase structure so that the modifiers of the conjoined noun phrase are distributed correctly as shown in Figure 1 . Note that according to Figure 1 , "sore" does not modify "congestion" and "of nose" does not modify "throat". Chung [4] showed that parsing contributed in determining correct coordinate conjunctions for extracting alternative interventions from randomized controlled trial reports. Parsing has also been highly emphasized in biological text mining. A comparative study by Miyao et al. [5] reported that parsing improved accuracy in the task of extracting protein-protein interactions.
Due to domain specificity, developing biomedical parsers is very challenging. A biomedical parser needs to handle not only the huge lexical space of professional terms (e.g., there exist more than 7 million concept names in the Unified Medical Language System [6] ) but also the grammatical characteristics of the biomedical language, particularly when handling complex terms consisting of prepositional phrases and conjunctions. Correct distribution of modifiers in those complex phrase structures is critical for correct interpretation, but it is difficult for a syntactic parser to generate a correct parse for such structures without additional semantic information. We believe that the additional modeling of domain-specific semantic regularity should help parse those phrases correctly. Taking Figure 1 as an example, knowing that "throat" and "nose" belong to a semantic class anatomy and that "sore" and "congestion" belong to the class symptom would help determine the correct phrase structure, because the syntactosemantic pattern ((symptom adjective anatomy noun ) and (symptom noun of anatomy noun )) is more viable than ((symptom adjective (anatomy noun and symptom noun )) of anatomy noun ) or (symptom adjective ((anatomy noun and symptom noun ) of anatomy noun )). Note that in certain context the word "sore" can also be a noun instead of an adjective, but in this example we are assuming that the correct syntactic part of speech has already been determined (e.g., by an automated tagger introduced in the subsection 4.3 of Methods). Interestingly we can see there are still several possible parses given the correct syntactic labeling of adjective and nouns, and it is the additional semantic information that resolves the structural ambiguity. State-of-art biomedical parsers address the semantic requirement via two major approaches, i.e., by using a rule-based or a probabilistic grammar. In either approach, a set of semantic classes representative of the domain have to be defined and associated with lexical terms that appear in the text to be parsed. In the rule-based approach, considerable effort is needed to induce (generally a few hundred) grammar rules using the pre-defined semantic classes. On the other hand, the probabilistic approach requires knowledgeable annotators to semantically parse a large training corpus (with at least a few hundred sentences for performance). Therefore, the cost for developing a biomedical parser is high, and usually re-investment of the effort is inevitable when the target text changes even just from one medical specialty to another.
To address the high cost and limited transferability of semantic engineering in building biomedical parsers, we propose a solution that automatically incorporates the terms and semantic classes of a publicly available, integrated biomedical terminology resource to derive an operational grammar. The underlying hypothesis of this approach is that incorporation of domain semantics should improve the parsing performance, particularly for complex noun phrases. By using comprehensive and sharable semantic classes, we expect this approach could benefit the community with transferable/reusable semantic grammar rules and parses. Most importantly, our method does not require manual creation of a semantic grammar or manual annotation of a training corpus. We focused on parsing noun phrases in clinical notes and evaluating correctness of the parsed syntactic structures. The results showed the grammar achieved recall 0.644 and precision 0.737 in bracketing the phrase structures, with average cross-bracketing of 0.61 per sentence (see section 3.8 for explanation of the metrics). Error analysis indicated more considerations that need to be addressed in order to refine and use the proposed solution.
In the following two sections we review background and related work on parsing natural language, biomedical terminology, and the relation between biomedical terminology and biomedical parsers.
Background

Natural language parsing
Parsing, usually referring to syntactic parsing in NLP, determines the syntactic structure of free text. For example, Figure 1 shows the syntactic parse of a noun phrase. The nested structure of syntactic constituents in Figure 1 represents a major syntactic paradigm of parsing, referred as constituency grammar. A common implementation of constituency grammar is a contextfree grammar (CFG), which consists of a set of production rules in the form of LHS ➜ RHS, where LHS (left-hand side) is a single non-terminal and the RHS (right-hand side) can be a mixed sequence of terminals and/or non-terminals. In a pure syntactic CFG for English, the non-terminals are high-level syntactic constructs such as NP (noun phrase) and PP (prepositional phrase), while the terminals are syntactic parts of speech (POS), such as JJ (adjective) and NN (singular noun). For example, the first column of Table 1 displays some production rules of a syntactic CFG. Given a CFG and a POS-tagged text, there are considerable choices of existing parsing algorithms (e.g., the CYK algorithm [7] [8] ) that can be used to obtain the phrase structure shown in Figure 1 . Detail of parsing algorithms can be found in references such as Jurafsky & Martin [9] .
With sufficient manually parsed text for training, a CFG can be augmented into a PCFG (probabilistic CFG) by estimating the probability of each rule. An advantage of PCFG is that it enables selection of the most probable parse. Following Collins [10] , the probability of a parse T for a given input text S, denoted as P(T, S), can be computed with Eq.(1), where T applies n production rules LHS i ➜ RHS i and individual conditional probabilities can be estimated from a manually parsed corpus by using Eq.(2). In the end of parsing, the specific T which yields the highest P(T, S) is considered the most probable parse.
(1) (2) However, a pure syntactic CFG does not allow for modeling of specific lexical patterns, and a lexicalization technique was proposed accordingly, which incorporates lexemes (words in text) into the grammar. For example, instead of representing rules as the first column of Table  1 , the syntactic tag can be paired with the lexical token to represent each node (see the second column of Table 1 ). Note that lexicalization is usually implemented with a "heading" technique, in which the LHS inherits the head word of its RHS. For example, in the second row, second column of Table 1 , "throat" is inherited as the head word into the LHS node. A CFG with the head information modeled is usually called a head-driven CFG, and in this article we mark the head node in the RHS with an asterisk * symbol. Lexicalization benefits a PCFG by enriching the probability estimation with lexical information. Using the example in Figure 1 , the phrases "sore throat" and "congestion of nose" should prevail in a training corpus representative of biomedical language and therefore boost the probabilities of the associated rules. On the other hand, an alternative parse with the incorrect coordination [ NP sore [ NP throat and congestion]] would be associated with low probability because "congestion" is rarely modified by "sore" in biomedical text. To avoid the issue of sparse training patterns in a lexicalized PCFG, the probability estimation is usually implemented by decomposing the generation of the RHS into smaller terms with independence assumption. We followed Collins' approach [10] , by which a rule of a head-driven PCFG can be written as Eq. (3). (3) In the abstract rule, W(h) stands for the LHS node with h being the head word inherited from the RHS. In the center of the RHS, H(h) stands for the head node, flanked by its left and right adjuncts (L i (l i ) and R i (r i ) respectively). Accordingly, the probability for a specific rule P(rhs | lhs) can then be computed by using Eq. (4), which is the product of the probability of generating the head node given the LHS node (including h) and the probabilities of generating individual left (and right) adjuncts given the head node and the LHS node. (4) Note that in Eq.(4) L n+1 (l n+1 ) = R m+1 (r m+1 ) = STOP, and they are used for modeling the outer boundary condition in generating the adjuncts. Either L 1 (l 1 ) or R 1 (r 1 ) could be empty. Taking the second rule in the center column of Table 1 as example, the probability P(rhs | lhs) is computed as:
where the rule's RHS JJ~"sore" *NN~"throat" has no right adjuncts and therefore R 1 (r 1 ) is immediately the STOP boundary.
To further model the semantic constraints for parsing domain-specific languages, Ge & Mooney [11] augmented Collins' lexicalized PCFG by associating each node with a semantic label in addition to the head word and the syntactic tag. For example, NP~ballOwner~"player" represents such a triplex with ballOwner being the semantic class. They reported improved performance on symbolic learning tasks that involved parsing two domain-specific languages (one for coaching robots and the other for querying geography database). In this study we adapted Ge & Mooney's techniques to the biomedical language. Our motivation is that the semantics of many relevant terms in the biomedical domain are well-defined (e.g., anatomy, symptom, procedure, medication, etc.) and sensible semantic sequences can be specified. Therefore, including the semantic classes in the PCFG should also help. For example, in the simple phrase "swelling in arm and legs", the correct parse would specify that "arms and legs" are conjoined because they both involve the semantic class anatomy whereas the parse consisting of "swelling in arm" conjoined to "legs" is incorrect because it would not be appropriate to conjoin a symptom phrase with an anatomy phrase. In the third column of Table  1 , we show how a lexicalized CFG can be further augmented with semantic information. Each node in the grammar is expanded into a triplex of syntacticTag~semanticTag~headLexeme.
For example, the second rule in the third column contains a syntacto-semantic pattern indicating that a symptom NP can be composed of a symptom adjective modifying an anatomy head noun. After adding the semantic tag, the probability estimation in Eq. (4) is expanded into Eq. (5), with the subscripts syn and sem denoting the syntactic and semantic components respectively. (5) Taking the second rule in the third column of Table 1 as example, the probability estimation P(rhs | lhs) is computed as:
From the example above we can see that a semantic PCFG has the advantage of incorporating semantic information for modeling biomedical grammar. However, training such a syntactosemantic grammar requires a corpus annotated with both syntactic and semantic information, which is a substantial amount of effort additional to pure syntactic annotation. To address the issue, it is desirable to develop automated methods to generate a semantically annotated training corpus.
Biomedical terminologies and related tools
A biomedical terminology generally consists of comprehensive biomedical concepts along with their lexical synonyms, which can assist NLP programs in term recognition and standardization. In some terminologies, concepts are also assigned semantic classes that model the categorical knowledge about a domain. The Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) [6] is an integrated biomedical terminology resource maintained by the National Library of Medicine (NLM). The UMLS has three main components: the Metathesaurus, the Semantic Network, and the Specialist LEXICON. The Metathesaurus integrates about 150 biomedical terminologies (ranging from clinical to molecular) into a concept-centered terminology (~2 million concepts) and associates each distinct concept with a Concept Unique Identifier (CUI). Each CUI subsumes a set of synonyms (e.g., "facial edema" and "face oedema") representing the concept. The Semantic Network includes 135 semantic types and serves as a semantic framework for the UMLS concepts. Each concept in the Metathesaurus is assigned at least one semantic type. For example, the concept Nose Congestion (CUI: C0027424) is assigned the semantic type T184 Sign or Symptom. The Specialist LEXICON contains comprehensive syntactic, morphological, and orthographic information of biomedical terms. Based on the LEXICON, the NLM has also developed a set of tools [12] for performing tasks such as normalizing and deriving lexical variants (e.g., simple conversion between "nose" and "noses"), which conveniently support the development of various NLP applications.
Related work
Augmenting general parsers with biomedical terminologies
A common approach to developing a biomedical parser is by augmenting a general English parser with lexical knowledge from a domain-specific terminology. Aimed at processing emergency department notes, Szolovits [13] proposed using the UMLS Specialist LEXICON to augment the default lexicon of the Link Grammar (LG) parser [14] . Huang et al. [15] reported that augmenting the Stanford parser [16] with the Specialist LEXICON improved performance in a task of noun phrase identification from radiology reports. Lease & Charniak [17] also reported lexical augmenting techniques to be helpful in adapting a general PCFG [18] for parsing biology text, where they forced lexical collocations learned from the UMLS Specialist LEXICON to be unbreakable units. Although augmenting knowledge from biomedical terminologies has been found to help adapt general English parsers to the sublanguage, the existing solutions remain basically at lexical preprocessing and do not involve deeper customization of the grammar. The pure lexical adaption approach has limitations of 1) assuming that biomedical sublanguage does not syntactically diverge from general English, and 2) not integrating the useful semantic patterns between biomedical concepts into grammar development. The lexical collocation from the UMLS used by Lease & Charniak [17] was a closer step towards lexical semantics, but still not a formal modeling of a grammar that includes domain semantic classes.
Biomedical parsers involving proprietary semantic classes
In addition to only lexical adaption, many dedicated biomedical parsers have focused on engineering (in a broad sense) semantic grammars specifically for biomedical language. The Medical Language Processor (MLP) [19] from NYU's Linguistic String Project (LSP) used manually derived semantic constraints to rule out incorrect syntactic parses, where the semantic classes were based on a homemade semantic lexicon of the LSP. The MedLEE [20] system implemented a syntacto-semantic grammar, also with homemade semantic classes. Sample rules of MedLEE are provided below (the square-bracketed nodes are optional) to give readers a sense about such syntacto-semantic grammars:
Analyzing radiology texts with help from physicians, Schröder [21] built an ontology with concepts, types, and their relations and used it to verify the semantic viability of candidate syntactic parses. With inspiration from field theory of physics, Taira et al. [22] developed a probabilistic parser, with a homemade semantic lexicon containing a few hundred of semantic classes for parsing radiology reports. The MEDSYN D IKATE [23] system associates lexical terms with semantic features from specially engineered medical ontologies and performs semantic constraint-checking in the parsing process. The NLUS [24] and MPLUS [25] systems implemented hierarchical Bayesian Networks [26] with specially customized semantic classes to guide on top of syntactic parsing.
The biomedical parsers involving proprietary semantic classes mostly focused on a specific specialty (e.g., radiology) and used domain-specific terminologies to increase lexical coverage. Many of the semantically customized parsers achieved precision higher than 0.85. Not surprisingly, the performance resulted from time-consuming and knowledge-intensive grammar engineering and/or corpus annotation. For example, it was estimated [27] that 6 person-months were spent in creating 350 grammar rules of the MedLEE system. Moreover, the generality and interoperability of these parsers' input/output can be limited because of the locally optimized semantic classes.
Preparing semantic infrastructure sharable by parsers
An endeavor with potentially broader influence has been on preparing a sharable infrastructure that uses semantic classes of public terminologies. Two of the major approaches are preparing sharable semantic lexica and preparing sharable semantic grammar rules:
1. To create a semantic lexicon especially for processing discharge summaries, Johnson [28] proposed associating the Specialist lexemes via Metathesaurus concepts to appropriate UMLS semantic types. Similarly, Verspoor [29] created a semantic lexicon for processing biological literature.
2.
As early as late 60s, Pratt & Pacak [30] already proposed intricate syntacto-semantic grammars that incorporated the semantic classes (Etiology, Function, General, Morphology, and Topography) of the Systematized Nomenclature of Pathology (SNOP) [31] , the precursor of the SNOMED [32] . Decades later, Do Amaral Marcio & Satomura [33] picked up the idea again and incorporated SNOMED semantic classes into a syntacto-semantic grammar. They manually examined case reports in the New England Journal of Medicine and derived rules such as:
The pioneering studies in preparing sharable semantic lexica and grammars laid the foundation towards pursuing semantic interoperability in developing biomedical parsers. The previous work had also demonstrated inspiring techniques such as the use of hybrid syntacto-semantic representation. However, none of the early work has been reported to be part of a full functioning parser. There still appears to be a gap from creating a semantic lexicon to formulizing a broad-coverage semantic grammar, and the main obstacle lies in that the current methods for engineering semantic grammars are costly and not scalable.
Methods
Overview
To parse noun phrases in biomedical text, we developed a PCFG with each non-terminal node represented as a triplex of syntacticTag~semanticTag~headLexeme. Figure 2 illustrates the steps applied in generating the grammar, and each step is elaborated in subsections 4.2 to 4.6. Integration of our semantic PCFG with a bottom-up parsing algorithm is described in 4.7, and evaluation is described in 4.8.
Select strings for training noun phrase patterns
The UMLS Metathesaurus main table MRCONSO (2010AA) was used as the source of our training strings. Strings containing special characters such as ":" and "@" were excluded, for they are less likely to appear in natural language. For example, the colon-delimited string "Zidovudine:Susc:Pt:Isolate:OrdQn" in LOINC is not useful for training noun phrases. Artificial tokens such as "NEC" and "NOS" were also removed.
Perform POS-tagging and parsing for the selected strings
After the filtering in 4.2, the MedPost tagger [34] was used to label POS tags on the selected Metathesaurus strings. For example, the string "ulcer of eyelid" was tagged as "ulcer/NN of/ IN eyelid/NN", where "IN" denotes preposition and "NN" denotes singular noun. The Stanford parser [16] was then used to parse the tagged strings. We configured the parser to mark the head nodes in its output so that we could use Eq.(5) to model our probabilistic grammar based on the syntactic, semantic, and lexical information of the head words. For example, the above tagged string was parsed as shown in Figure 3 . Note that we selectively used the output of the Stanford parser, which was not originally designed to handle domain-specific syntax. The selection criteria are described in 4.5 below.
Label semantic information on the parsed strings
A critical step in creating a semantic grammar is attaching semantic information (e.g., the UMLS semantic types in this study) to the grammar rules. Our approach was labeling the semantic types on the parsed training strings, followed by extracting the semantically augmented rules automatically (see 4.5). Since some of the semantic types such as T170 Intellectual Product and T089 Regulation or Law were not useful for capturing information we were interested in when parsing biomedical noun phrases, we excluded them when labeling the training instances (see Supplementary data 1 for the final list of semantic types selected into our grammar). The labeling of semantic information involved three steps:
1. Label the semantic type of the entire concept string if it was parsed as an NP by the Stanford parser. The process was straightforward attaching the semantic type(s) of the CUI to the entire NP.
2.
Based on the UMLS, semantic type(s) of the CUI associated with each lexeme in the NP was labeled. A "NULL" type was labeled if the lexeme was not a string of any CUI or was a function word (e.g., the preposition "of").
3.
Copy the semantic type(s) of the head noun of a PP as the semantic type(s) of the entire PP, so that the semantic head of the PP can be exposed for modeling semantic patterns in rules such as NP ➜ NP PP. Figure 4 illustrates the same phrase in Figure 3 after the above 3-step semantic labeling. Note that in more complicated cases a lexeme might be ambiguously associated with multiple semantic types, e.g., "dilatation" could be labeled T046 Pathologic Function or T061 Therapeutic or Preventive Procedure. The solution we devised involved using the semantic group [35] of the entire NP to disambiguate the semantic type of the head noun. For example, the "dilatation" in "endoscopic dilatation" was labeled T061 because it belonged to the same semantic group Procedures as the concept represented by the entire NP. Once the head was disambiguated, its syntactic dependents (e.g., adjective modifiers) were disambiguated by using the semantic types of the head and the whole concept.
Extract grammar rules from the semantically-augmented parses
For extracting grammar rules from the semantically labeled parses, we used a program (counttrees.c) by Mark Johnson [36] that can automatically pull out context-free grammar from Treebank [37] style parses. To avoid potentially erroneous patterns (e.g., incorrect distribution of modifiers) induced by pure syntactic parsing we used the simple training instances and discarded complex training instances that contained a mixture of coordination and prepositions such as the example in Figure 1 . Instances containing nested coordination or prepositions (e.g., "increase of pain in joint") were also excluded from training. Figure 5 shows some grammar rules extracted from the labeled parse in Figure 4 . To increase recall of the grammar, we also used the Specialist LEXICON's LVG program [12] to derive rules with inflected forms of the lexemes. For example, the rule NNS~T023~eyelids ➜ eyelids was derived from NN~T023~eyelid ➜ eyelid.
Compute the probabilities of the rules
After obtaining the rules, we computed the typical probability estimation P(rhs | lhs) for PCFG rules. To model potentially unseen lexemes in test data, we substituted lexemes occurring less than 3 times in the training data for the UNKNOWN token. We also followed Taira et al.'s [38] idea of mixing lexicalized/unlexicalized nodes to reduce rule specificity and increase grammar recall. For example, the unlexicalized LHS of a lexical rule became a less strict syntacto-semantic node: posTag~semanticType ➜ lexeme/posTag (if the semanticType is not "NULL"). Probability of the smoothed rule was estimated by using Eq.(6), where W sem stands for the semantic type of the LHS (the entire concept), and Count is frequency function. (6) Note that due to more specific conditioning, rules with lexicalized LHS generally have higher probability. As a result, lexicalized rules are favored in the ranked parsing and should help make more specific global parses ranked higher. Adapting Ge & Mooney's probability estimation for semantically-augmented PCFG, the P(rhs | lhs) in Eq. (5) was estimated as the product of the three terms described as follows:
Probability of the syntactic class and semantic type of the head given the LHS triplex, which was computed using Eq. (7) and with Eq. (8) as unlexicalized smoothing. Probability of the right adjuncts given each preceding right adjunct, the syntactic class and semantic type of the head, and the LHS triplex. The estimation is symmetric to that for the left adjuncts, which is explained in details below.
Probability of the left adjuncts given each preceding left adjunct, the syntactic class and semantic type of the head, and the LHS triplex. Different from the 0 th order assumption in Collins' [10] original implementation, we used a 1 st order Markov model and had
. Note that L n+1 (l n+1 ) = STOP, which models the left boundary of the RHS. Each conditional probability in the chain of product was estimated using Eq. (9):
Implement an NP parser using the semantic PCFG
We adapted a Cocke-Younger-Kasami (CYK) parser freely distributed by Sarkar [39] for executing our semantic PCFG. Before parsing, the input text was POS-tagged by the MedPost tagger [34] . To contain the huge search space resulting from the lexicalized semantic grammar, for each LHS only the top 3 rules (ranked according to probability) were used in parsing. In the end, the parser determined the longest spanning NPs that were covered by the grammar and output the syntactic parse with the highest probability for each identified NP. Postprocessing was performed to convert the parse granularity to a coarser level that conformed to our annotation guideline (see Supplementary data 2).
Evaluate the NP parser
To create a gold standard set, the second author (CF) manually annotated 10 de-identified (by DeID [40] ) clinical notes by following our NP bracketing guideline (Supplementary data 2) . In this study, we focused on evaluating only the correctness of the syntactic structure. The evaluation notes were randomly selected from dictated discharge summaries at University of Pittsburgh Medical Center Hospitals during 2008. We preprocessed the notes by removing the XML tags and retaining the scrubbing tags in DeID output, e.g., "Jul_33_2019/DATE". In addition, we compared the semantic PCFG to a non-semantic, lexicalized version by making the semantic component of every grammar node into an identical dummy NULL. The semanticnull model was smoothed by including unlexicalized nodes such as IN~NULL, which literally backed off to a pure syntactic node.
NLP community-agreed metrics (bracketing recall, bracketing precision, and average crossbracketing) for the phrase-structure syntactic parse were computed by using the Evalb program [41] . The bracketing recall is the number of correctly parsed (bracketed) noun phrase constituents over the gold standard bracketing. The bracketing precision is the number of correctly parsed (bracketed) noun phrase constituents over all the bracketing by the parser. Average cross-bracketing is the number of non-aligned bracketing between the parser and the gold standard per sentence. For example, [… {… ] …} is considered a cross, where the square and curly bracketing stand for the parser output and the gold standard respectively. The lower the average cross-bracketing the better a parser performs.
Results
The derived semantic PCFG
The derived semantic PCFG contains 5,498,365 rules with associated probabilities (available as Supplementary data 3). The grammar contains essential information that is ready to be loaded into an operational PCFG parser. A sample rule in the grammar is shown below:
The log-likelihood of rule probability is followed by a tab, then the LHS node, and a sequence of RHS nodes delimited by space. The example rule states that a T047 Disease or Syndrome NP with head word "aneurysm" can be re-written as a T029 Body Location or Region adjective "abdominal" modifying a T190 Anatomical Abnormality head noun "aneurysm".
Evaluation using the manually annotated noun phrases
From the 10 discharge summaries, 212 sentences were annotated and used in evaluation. Table  2 shows the performance statistics of two versions of the PCFG that were compared: one is the fully-implemented semantic PCFG, and the other is the PCFG with semantic components removed. We can see that the semantically-augmented grammar resulted in higher bracketing precision (with a difference of 0.161) and lower cross-bracketing rate (0.61 versus 1.27). The lower recall by the semantic-null model appears counter-intuitive, but it actually reflects less precise parsing from another perspective, i.e., some of the incorrect parses had simpler structures (therefore fewer brackets). For example, Figure 6 compares the parses for the phrase "left arm and left leg numbness" by the semantic-null model (6a) and by the fully implemented model (6b).
Figure 6b agrees with our manually annotated gold standard, while Figure 6a has the following errors:
1. The extra NP bracketing for "arm and left leg" is not correct.
2.
The NP bracketing for "left arm", "left leg", and their coordination are missing.
3.
The adjective "left" of "arm" was incorrectly distributed, resulting in a crossbracketing with the gold standard, i.e., crossed the NP "left arm".
Error analysis
We performed manual inspection into arbitrarily sampled parses and summarized the errors we could find explanations for into several categories (with estimated percentages):
1. Mis-tagging by the POS tagger (20%)
In some cases, incorrect POS tagging had prevented correct parsing from the first place. For example, in one sentence "history of significant left lower quadrant pain…" the "left" was mistagged by MedPost as NN (singular noun) and "lower" was mis-tagged as VBP (non-3rd person singular present verb), making the phrase parsed into two nonsensical segments "history of significant left" and "quadrant pain".
Failure in separating contiguous NPs that belong to disjoint sentence-level structures (20%)
The grammar was created for parsing longest-spanning NPs (and only NPs), which sometimes lumped together contiguous NPs that should belong to different sub-trees of a full parse. For example, the NP "the original CT scan 3 days" was parsed out from the sentence "…reviewed the original CT scan 3 days earlier…". Apparently "3 days earlier" adverbially modifies "reviewed" and should have been separated as an ADVP (adverb phrase).
Incorrect scoping of pre-modifiers (4%)
Certain pre-modifiers (especially determiners) were not correctly scoped even with the help of semantic parsing. For example, "no rhonchi, rales, or wheezes" was parsed as ((no rhonchi), (rubs), or (gallops)), in which the three nouns should have been coordinated first. As most determiners (e.g., "the" and "no") were not associated with any clinically relevant semantic types included in building our grammar (e.g., "no" belongs to the general T078 Idea or Concept), the grammar had limited effect in determining their correct scope because the determiner's semantic label was NULL. The appropriate scoping of negation is a critical but difficult task, and it is likely that it would require additional semantic annotation/training for accuracy.
Inadequate coverage of the UMLS as a semantic lexicon (6%)
Although the UMLS was considered a comprehensive terminology resource, there were still lexemes not covered by the Metathesaurus and therefore no semantic types could be associated through the automatic labeling. For example, "rub" and "gallop" were not UMLS synonyms of their corresponding concepts C0232267 Pericardial rub and C0232278 Protodiastolic gallop (both belonging to T033 Finding). The under-labeling of semantic information also had implication on parsing of coordination. For example, had "rub" and "gallop" been associated with T033 but not NULL, the phrase "no murmurs, rubs, or gallops" (the UMLS had no trouble associating "murmurs" to T033 via the concept C0018808 Heart murmur) could have been parsed correctly provided that the three nouns belonged to the same semantic type and were of higher probability to be coordinated first.
Limited coverage of NP patterns learned from the UMLS strings (45%)
The NP structures in the UMLS strings were diverse, but they did not align perfectly with NP patterns occurring in natural language. For example, some NPs such as "a sodium of 152" (i.e., PP attachment containing only a quantifier) have phrase structures that are prevalent in clinical notes but are not well covered in terminology strings. As a result, those clinical NP patterns were not modeled into the UMLS-derived grammar and were missed in the parsing.
6. Incorrect labeling of semantic types to the grammar rules (5%)
Nonsensical semantic patterns were observed in the parses. For example, one parse contained a constituent by the rule: NP~T046 ➜ NP~T061 PP~T023~of, which states that a Pathologic Function can be semantically composed as a Therapeutic or Preventive Procedure of a Body Part, Organ, or Organ Component. By tracing the source of the rule, we found it resulted from the string "Percutaneous transluminal cutting balloon angioplasty of popliteal vein using fluoroscopic guidance" of C2315793, which was mistakenly assigned as T046 Pathologic Function (SNOMED-CT labeled the concept as a procedure). After correcting the source error, the derived rule should be NP~T061 ➜ NP~T061 PP~T023~of. We also observed nonsensical semantic patterns that appeared to result from errors in the automated labeling process itself (e.g., from incorrect semantic disambiguation).
Note that the above categories of errors were those we could give an explanation. Due to the nature of automatic rule-ranking in probabilistic parsing, it was difficult to trace in many cases why the correct parse did not receive the highest probability (even if it actually existed in the grammar space).
Discussion
Comments on the unsupervised semantic grammar derivation
We demonstrated the feasibility of a method that incorporated terminology semantic classes into building an operational PCFG for parsing biomedical NPs. The solution is basically unsupervised, with the goal of reducing human effort in grammar engineering. The UMLS was chosen for it was public, comprehensive, and appeared promising in terms of semantic transferability. In addition, we assumed that domain terminologies were composed dominantly of nominal concepts suitable as training instances for noun phrases. Although the performance did not result in a solution that was adequate for deriving a grammar with comparable quality of that by human, our controlled experiment indicated that even unsupervised semantic augmentation could benefit syntactic parsing. The error analysis revealed critical and yet general issues to be addressed in order to improve the method:
1. Terminology concepts can be a rich base training set but do not include all types of phrase structures and semantically-annotated lexemes that occur in natural language. In addition, the rule frequencies derived from a terminology may not quantitatively reflect the usage in a real corpus. To bridge the gap, we project that a certain amount of manually annotated texts and/or a semantic lexicon already learned from such a domain-specific corpus will be required. Associating certain semi-semantic function words (e.g., negation determiner "no") with special semantic type could also help model their appropriate scoping over structures with coordination and PP attachment. Other than enriching with additional semantic types, it should be interesting to investigate the effects of using coarser-granularity semantic classes (e.g., McCray's semantic groups) for building the grammar, which could also significantly reduce the size and complexity.
2.
The over-spanning of noun phrase boundaries is intrinsic to a partial grammar that models only noun phrases and does not model full-sentence parsing because when a prepositional phrase follows a noun, it is always associated with the noun phrase and never with a remote verb phrase. For example, when parsing only noun phrases in "She was admitted to the ER on Monday", the prepositional phrase "on Monday" will be attached to "the ER" and not to the verb "was admitted". To overcome the limitation, we project several possible solutions: a) search for an optimal cutoff value to trim off any sub-tree parse that has a probability below the cutoff, b) fuse the domain-specific semantic grammar with a general grammar that also models fullsentence parsing; c) apply the semantic grammar on the noun phrases output by another high-performance phrase chunker that can handle phrase boundaries correctly, i.e., use shallow parsing to determine the phrase boundaries and then the semantic PCFG as a post-processor to determine internal phrase structure.
3. Some incorrect semantic grammar rules were found to result from errors in our automated semantic labeling, which was based on UMLS semantic categorization. Although no formal evaluation was performed to verify whether every semantic type in the parses was appropriate, arbitrary inspections indicated that nonsensical semantic constituents were prevalent. In some parses, even when the correct phrase structure was obtained, the underlying semantic constituents did not match the lexical meaning. For example, in one case "squamous cell" was parsed with NP~T033 ➜ JJ~T080 NN~T082, which states that a Finding is a Spatial Concept modified by a Qualitative Concept. We project that still more systematic analysis is needed to identify the exact sources of the errors, but it is likely that some of the less well-defined UMLS semantic types (e.g., T033, T080, and T082) complicated the automated labeling process.
4.
We used the MedPost tagger without customization and did not formally evaluate its performance on the clinical notes. The tagger was trained on PubMed abstract sentences and was not expected to be optimal for clinical notes, which is a different genre. We believe POS tagging is critical to accurate parsing and will improve/ evaluate it as an independent module. As the NLP community is putting considerable effort in annotating clinical notes, we anticipate that a more appropriate POS tagger will be developed in the near future. In the meanwhile, it would also be possible to identify common tagging errors for words such as 'left' and 'lower', which frequently occur as adjectives in clinical notes.
In summary, we believe existing computational models for implementing a domain-specific semantic PCFG are already well-studied and available to the community. The missing part remains designing efficient methods to obtain quality training data. Our methods demonstrated one approach to this challenge and can be improved by addressing the observed issues. We consider some of our methods are general and useful to other biomedical genres and to different grammar paradigms. For example, it is possible to apply the methods described in 4.5-4.6 to derive a semantic PCFG from a semantically annotated and parsed corpus (e.g., the Genia Corpus [42] ). Before satisfactory performance could be achieved with a completely unsupervised solution, we suggest that a semi-supervised approach would be more practical to benefit the semantic engineering of biomedical grammars. A domain expert can review/ validate the common unlexicalized syntacto-semantic patterns in the derived grammar, and the deliverable will be a collection of sharable syntacto-semantic grammar rules similar to the work by Pratt & Pacak [30] and Do Amaral Marcio & Satomura [33] described in subsection 3.3.
Limitations
We recognize the study design was limited in term of the following aspects:
1. There was only one annotator (the second author) in generating the gold standard.
2.
Our control grammar by normalizing the semantic labels to NULL was literally a straightforward single-factor control and might not represent other lexicalized, semantic-null, biomedical NP parsers that were developed/obtained in different ways.
3.
We preserved the de-identification tags (e.g., DATE) of DeID into the parsing pipeline, which avoided some false positives and therefore favored precision. For example, "had/VBD arthroplasty/NN on/IN 07-27-2009/DATE" directly prevents the "07-27-2009" from being attached to "arthroplasty" because DATE is not a legitimate POS tag in the grammar.
4.
We did not perform an independent evaluation for each component in the pipeline.
Conclusion
To facilitate the efficiency of semantic grammar engineering and the transferability of the grammar, we developed a complete pipeline with automated methods to derive a probabilistic PCFG by using selected UMLS concept strings and semantic types for training. This study focused on implementing a grammar for parsing biomedical noun phrases and evaluating it on clinical notes. The derived grammar achieved recall 0.644, precision 0.737, and average crossbracketing 0.61, compared to a semantic-null control grammar, which achieved recall 0.601, precision 0.576, and average cross-bracketing 1.27. The results indicated that, with an unsupervised approach, incorporation of terminology semantics into a PCFG benefited the parsing of biomedical noun phrases. We believe the methods can be applied to developing grammars for other biomedical genres and can be further improved by addressing the issues discovered in our error analysis.
Supplementary Material
Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material. Flow diagram of the steps involved in generating the semantic PCFG Figure 6a (top) shows an incorrect parse for "left arm and left leg numbness" by the PCFG with all semantic labels made null. According to this parse, "left" modifies both "arm" and "left leg" so that "left arm" and "left left leg" modify "numbness". Figure 6b (bottom) shows the correct parse for the same phrase by the fully implemented semantic PCFG. In this parse, "left arm" and "left leg" are parsed correctly and modify "numbness".
